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be discussed in several different alloying combinations.
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ETECTRON-PHONON CONTRIBUTION TO THE ELECTRONIC

DENSITY OF STATES IN A DILUTE ALLOY

I. INTRODUCTION

For a dilute alloy 1
st

order perturbation theory with fixed

impurity sites trivially predicts a uniform shift in the location

(energy) of all energy bands in the solid, while any shifts of the

Fermi energy depend only on the electron concentration.
(1)

The name

Rigid-Band model has come to be associated with this approximation.

This model experienced several early sucesses including the explanation

of the Hume-Rothery rules (see Appendix). This assumption, that the

energy dependence of the density of states of the pure host remains

unchanged upon alloying, has provided some understanding of several

low-temperature properties of dilute alloys. (1-3) However, since

the electronic specfic heat of a metal is directly proportional to

the density of states at the Fermi energy (see Appendix), it should,

by experiment, be possible to plot the density of states as a function

of E for a given (host) rigid-band of an appropriate alloy system.

Indeed such experiments have been done, the results of which frequently

contradict this assumption. For example, inspection of the density of

states of Cu, Ag, and Au (the noble metals) as determined from band

calculations indicate that increasing e/a (number of conduction

electrons per atom) should decrease the density of states at the

Fermi energy.
(4-6)

Specfic heat measurements have generally indicated

the opposite behavior;
(7-15)

that is, the density of states increases
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with an increase in e/a.

Also it has been found that two different alloys involving

the same solvent and identical electron concentrations have markedly

different electronic specfic heats.
(16)

Furthermore these same in-

vestigators discovered that the electronic specfic heats of dilute

ternary alloys (AgCdPd) with the electron concentration equal to

that of the solvent varied up to 2- %(16)

These effects seem particulary evident in oases where the

mass of the impurity is less than that of the host ion. Consider

table I which tabulates the parameter
44

for several noble
0. 0.-z

metal alloy systems, where ' is the linear temperature coefficient

of specfic heat (i. e. electronic specfic heat).

TABLE I. LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES OF zr FOR NOBIE METAL ALLOYS

4l-r-Ofl Msolute
Alloy ECTO- *4- t 1/solvent

CuSn(8) 0.24 1.88

CuZn(9) 0.33 1.02

cuzn(.10)
< 0 1.02

(

AgSn
11)

0.22 1.10

AgSn
(12)

0.15 1.10

(
AgZn

13)
0.65 0.60

AuSn(7) 0.82 0.60

Even though we must examine the experimental data with same

skepticism - Issacs and Massalski's results radically differ from
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those of Veal and Rayne, at least for the CuZn alloy - there are

two suggestive points to be noticed from the information in this

table. First; all but one of the entries for 4:11-NY are greater
riTL `446.-1

than zero even though rigid-band models predict a negative value.

Second whenever
Msolute g. is approximately;

Molvent
1 double< mY

c(0.. Ic6=1

its value for
solute

TheseMsolvent points lead us to speculate

that the mass of an impurity, via the electron-phonon interaction,

could affect the specfic heat of a dilute alloy.

Recently there have been several attempts to explain this

deviation from the rigid-band model. P. L. Taylor attempted to

explain the effect of alloying in the AgCd and AgPd systems by

considering the alteration of the electron-phonon coupling constant

at impurity sitesP7) This should be an improvement over a simple

rigid-band model as it is well known that the electron-phonon

interaction can have a large effect on the specfic heat in some

pure metals. For example, the electron-phonon effect including

Umklapp processes in pure metals has been found to increase the

(density of states at the Fermi energy by 15-20% for the alkalis, 18-19)

49% for aluminum(19) and 105% for lead19)

E. A. Sterns contends in a recent paper that the increase

in the density of states upon alloying is simply due to shielding 20)

That is, electrons in states at the Fermi energy in the vicinity

of the impurity are attracted to it and hence deposit more charge

in this region to help shield it. He also states, "Electron-phonon

interactions or any other effect can contribute only in how they
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influence this shielding charge around the impurity." But Stern's

explanation can only be a valence effect and cannot explain the

deviation from the rigid-band model of the AgAu system,
(21)

nor is

he able to make any predictions of a mass or electron-phonon effect

within the framework of his calculation.

The electron-phonon enhancement factor to the density of

states has recently been determined via electron tunneling in PbT1

and PbBi superconducting alloys.
(22)

L. C. Clune and B. A. Green, Jr.

have used this data to analyze the contributions to the specfic

heat of these same alloys.
(23)

Expressing e as -_-Li:TO(..k4W4wQFIF)

where 1 + X is the electron-phonon enhancement factor and N
b
(E
f

)

is a band model electronic density of states, Clune and Green were

able to compare the electron-phonon enhancement theory with experiment.

The band-structure density of states has been measured by Anderson

and Gold,
(24) who found it to be a smoothly decreasing function of

energy in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. Therefore, it must be

a smoothly decreasing function of e/a in this region, and in fact

Anderson and Gold found ciLNI%4(.-")k = . Using this value and
e/... tick=

adding the logarithmic derivative of the electron-phonon enhancement

factor Clune and Green obtained the following results shown in

table II.
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TABLE

Alloy

II. CONTRIBUTIONS

LQ4A)1

TO THE LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVES OF /1/

di 4 N-4o. I, LE p)it

calcul. measured-rtt-a--c r

PbT1 0.44 t.05 -0.24 '1..03 0.20'1.06 0.251.06

PbBi 0.86-1.05 -0.24* .03 0.62 t .06 0.51 t .04

The apparent large dependence of ), on e/a shown in table II

and the effects shown in table I leads us to believe that consideration

of e/a dependence of the electron-phonon interaction could resolve

some of the problems found in the application of the rigid-band

model to dilute alloys.

In this paper the effect of both mass impurities and potential

impurities in the electron-phonon interaction will be considered.

First a phonon Green's function will be found by means of an un-

correlated ensemble averaging. This will produce both a change in

the normal phonon spectra and in certain circumstances yield localized

vibration modes. Next, this boson type (phonon) Green's function

will be coupled via the electron-phonon interaction to a fermion

type (electron) Green's function. It is essentially a perturbation

type coupling where certain types of diagrams will be summed to all

order. Finally, the necessary integrals will be computed and the

results discussed.
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II. PHONON SPECTRUM IN A DILUTE ALLOY

The problem of a phonon spectrum in a dilute alloy has been

considered by several authors, beginning from the point of view of

-a single impurity embedded in a perfect lattice,
(25 28)

then to more

sophisticated models, including random distributions of small con-

centrations in an otherwise perfect lattice(29-30) and self-consistent

methods for large defect concentrations. (31)
We will consider the

problems of both a single impurity and small concentrations of

randomly arranged impurities substitutionly embedded in a perfect

lattice, but from a somewhat different viewpoint. Eventually we wish

to obtain a phonon Green's function which we can conveniently couple

(via the electron-phonon interaction) to the electrons to obtain

an electron Green's function. Comparison of the results of our

phonon Green's function will be made with results previously obtained.

To obtain this kind of Green's function we will consider a

model of electrons and ions for a pure metal with substitutional

impurities and one ion per unit cell. The ion -ion interaction we

will assume to be unchanged (32-33) with the only Changes being in

the mass of the impurity ion and in the impurity ion- electron

interaction.TheselLimpurity ions will occupy substitutional

positions, RA, in a crystal lattice of N-Ni solvent atoms. The

Hamiltonian can then be written,
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1:

tik-
m.

7-

where: i and j sum over electron coordinates,
oi- and 3 sum over all ion coordinates,

A sums over impurity coordinates, th
v4 is the electronion interaction on the d site,

V is the ionion interaction,
rm is the electron mass,
M is the host ion mass,
MI is the impurity ion mass, and

1/MI 1/M.

Reduction of this Hamiltonian into contributions from "electrons"

and "phonons" with a well defined "interaction term" is discussed

in some detail by Sham and Ziman.
(34)

It is essentially an extension

(35)
of the BornOppenheimer theorem, and to a good approximation

separates the Hamiltonain into the following two terms:

V CR.( -17.) -4- 72_4 tq.)
et-ka

t1:2- 9 and

K,:e
L -= td

cz

This meansmeans that the Hamiltonian for the lattice must include the

energy of the electrons in the state described by the quantum

number k. The physical interpretation of Ek(14 RI) is simple:

the electrons contribute to the elasticity of the solid. That is,

the direct interaction between ions must be renormalized to give

(1.2)

(1.3)



the observed phonon frequencies. It has been shown (34)
that for

all practical purposes (ILL -PI) is nearly independent of the

distribution of electrons for the electronic states near the Fermi

surface. Therefore we shall drop the subscript k (which referred to

the different electron distributions) and rewrite Hp as

C-`
H i: \(E FF g-ok 1'-

01. c!*

8

(1.4)

Since the ions in a crystal lattice sit in or near the bottom

of a potential well, the interaction V
eff

can be expanded about

the equilibrium positions with the following result:

=

where: 1 and k sum over the three possible vector directions,

Noz. ---- \IIEF F for 04. 4 $ , and

ge01 (Z-Itz

Et%

\IEFF(rta-R
=

74 =V4,

A. Single Mass Impurity

(1.5)

Now for the sake of comparison, both with previous results

and with results we will obtain later, we will consider this problem

with only one impurity located at the origin. The Hamiltonian is
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AM CZ--0 z7..Nk

al01

This problem is readily solved at finite temperature with the use

of the phonon Matsubara Green's function
(36)

as defined below:

.14
7:- :i(Zs.s (-0 S a't.>>

where 0
sa

(1:) is OR
sa

as expressed in the Heisenberg picture

in which Lt (t = real time) has been analytically continued to

1/kBT ='t , and T-It is the imaginary time-temperature ordering

operator. Note also that ( represents a thermodynamic ensemble

average at finite temperature. Henceforth we shall refer to 1: as

our "time" variable and T-t as our "time" ordering operator.

The "time" derivative of Del-s5t (i!) is now determined by the

following equation of motion:

EscDig) 't) 1,003

-)st1/4-

9

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

Differentiating Dst
(t) in the above manner we find

Sod 011..esoWSX-TA(P);
(1.9)

b.st:t. Q'n
c'OS (Z.tv,(0)

S
A lz

and differentiating again

si R
# St Sol S

S C`e

str

ta
Ss St. S oR* Q -t .040i.sk, t

(1.10)



The Green's function for the perfect lattice, dkt('t) (as discussed

in the Appendix) satisfies the first line of equation (1.10). Since

d"(-C) is an inverse operator of NA_L >,9 simpletr-kt dt-% )(k

manipulation of equation (1.10) leads to the following integral

equation:

p,.<3
ott c-0 8 L()zt

ol
spa

NA r v T y o

0-1)
XhA

With the following definitions of Fourier "time" and coordinate

transforms:

ast

=Z.

o( a

10

'47-(3T
T,even integer), (1.12a)

c_ (1.12b)

ci.,(t4. _e-i,iao

e- E c\ %t_`It, )it._\'....) (1.12c)

z",:k.(-(L.-i. % 0)
e_

C:0 - ..1 .

(1.12d)

and
(1.12e)

with q restricted to the first Brillouin zone; the integral equation

(1.11) becomes
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= (1.13)

Nex

where we have made use of the property d(q19112) = d(41M)SiAr.

Here it is convenient to note that .1. )is a three by three

matrix which can be diagonalized to yield three eigenvalues and three

corresponding eigenvector directions. We shall define the set of

three diagonal Fourier coefficients as NkkokQr'0 where s ranges from

one to three and corresponds to the orthogonal directions. Note

also that with this definition d
st

is diagonal in s and t (see

Appendix), therefore our integral equation simplifies to

Dst.(4,A1kc> tZ__ 4 s4- C:4;

,

ck t t2's Lk) Ist ,4c,1%-)17.4 1_ d sL

(1.14)

where dst = ds

The problem now becomes a simple one of iteration; two

power series are formed each of which can be summed exactly to give

the following result:

t,4

(1.15)



(\A ( ttuz% C-0 IsCill=).where c
dlc

Substituting for dstOiTS.,) and noting that D is diagonal in s and

t, equation (1.15) reduces to

=

In coordinate space this solution assumes the form

a (1 0 cs

klse c s # f1/4_, -1Ac

12

(1.16)

(1.17)

(1.18)

At this point it is interesting to compare this result with

those of others
(25-28)

who have made basically the same assumptions

but have expanded in a different coupling constant blea", where

G = (M M')/M. First if we analytically continue to

(
obtain the retarded Green's function,

36)
and then substitute for

d
s
(inSk) (see Appendix) into rs(S:), equation (1.18) becomes

, as, act tv 4'4. .
.0

p s Qi-' = A s Lu-z L + --i.: Gk. s (L'k -L ) (V \ tr.11- el c..4 -

M k .--1 (.....1;-(1)4 . T` f---
c4. Lk.3 - :%.'" trNIC .0

Simple algebraic manipulation of the denominator in equation (1.19)

(1.19)

leads to

- -Ls) = t - (..)t-L.A1(..i. (4 t.14'-uolC4 (1.20)

tsA

rc 11\ L t..31(4) 0 (LA - Asci)) (L.3 4 w cA)))

z.



With the phonon density of states for the perfect lattice defined

as 7L, S -' I') we have, finally

EwtN

and

Aua a

(1.22)

13

tot Lot jL l E W N o s (-5)), (1.21)

Ado oQ
A

This is in agreement with results previously obtained.
(25-28)

4 W'In performing the integral 9 we find

that for a range of values for MIA 4,1,\4.1 we have solutions for

NA T- 3't5 L." , where ( (...)t44,0t. being-
defined as the minimum frequency for which No = 0.). That is we

have the introduction of a "Localized Mode' the name arising from

the fact that the displacement for ions vibrating in this mode

decay faster than exponentially with increasing distance from the

impurity.
(27)

We also find that for MIA large enough the normal

modes may be modified by a density of states resonance (sometimes

called a virtual bound state) in the region of Wr., where witis

given by the solutions of 1 " (13 1- 7E, `2-2--1-1-.1--'N uolL0 . Rather

than reproduce it here, the reader is referred to an excellent

discussion of these points in Reference 28, section 4.4.



B. Dilute Concentration of Impurities

Keeping in mind our solution, equation (1.18), for the

problem of one impurity, we will now consider the problem of Ni

random substitutional impurities. For convenience we shall rewrite

the Hamiltonian for this problem here,

N
7-

1at,
M.

°I)(3

S7-iLecSEtta
?- z

koc_

Using the same Matsubara Green's function,

s*. 7":" k Scl.(:C)

and taking the "time" derivative as before

ci
bit(:) = LA v, N'

S t
cc: (t)t

1:

AV find

14

(1.5)

(1.7)

(1.8)

Ics°1:.(,T) (9- (=. ( s s L-t) S rzk.v.L0 (1.23)s.t ,t_ g *

A second "time" derivative yields

ba4st. LT) S0( r
f. M LtAto Lt'N

rte.

can be

s.)..1
tz

dR
Again cLtC.T.A satisfies the first line

used as the inverse operator for st1 _
U

Se).* S Ss S L-t)r

(1.24)

of equation (1.24) and

c(s FIrL °ur



integral equation now takes the form

"G--
Est L.-) .7-- L.t) dvt. ).

Ne0
c-t!)--r

tt.

Using the same Fourier "time" transform leads to

% 4)" )%Y

..v..v Z*)

kr

It has become evident here that there are several possible

D
st

Is depending on our choice of superscripts. That is may be

15

(1.25)

(1.26)

an arbitrary site, a host site, or an impurity site each of which

yields a different result for the cC function in equation (1.26).

Also the way we will ensemble average will depend upon the value

we choose for a and !it For comparison purposes and later use in

our problem we shall first solve for of, and 5 both arbitrary.

At first glance it appears that equation (1.26) can be solved

by assuming a random distribution of impurities and merely taking

an ensemble average of the entire equation. But the ensemble average

of D is unknown (D has an implicit dependence on A, i.e. V4st st st

obviously depends upon the number and distribution of impurities.).

However d
st

is independent of the sum over A so that an iteration

process followed by an ensemble average of each individual term

should give an average effect of the impurities. This should also
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restore diagonality in q, as on the average we have a homogeneous

system. To conceptually simplify the iteration process we will

consider the problem from a diagrammatic viewpoint with the following

graphical associations:

0
9 (1.27a)

01
(1st

0 9 (1.27b)

>+1
t cs, and (1.270)

NN
R (1.27d)

Equation (1.26) can now be represented as

glimmirm

44, 5 a 5 a r, Y 0 (1.28)

Note that comparing this diagrammatic equation with equation (1.26)

that all internal variables in equation (1.28) must be summed over.

The first iteration yields

v
a

a. 3 si 10 et. Y (1.29)

* vw-", 1/-4,0
el )'s V >`).C1 co4 1I V ).%. a

The second iteration yields

411 -t-

V V

(1.30)



Continuing this process yields a series of two different

types of terms as shown below

-§- ---1W."--Anw1/4--- 1-

Defining the first sum in equation (1.31) as A and the second sum

as B, equation (1.31) becomes simplyA
Now using an uncorrelated ensemble average for this dilute

system, we will take an ensemble average of each term and attempt

to re-sum the series. In performing our ensemble average it is

convenient to define a counting operator cl, where

c
1
= 1 for 1 = X (impurity site) and

c
1
= 0 for 1 = h (host site).

With this definition

t"

17

(1.31)

1.32)

(1.33a)

(1.33b)

(1.34)

In performing a configuration average of this sum (equation (1.34))

we note that Ri is independent of any possible configuration; that

is, in a substitutional alloy we know where the atoms are but not

v:hat they are. However the configuration average of c1 for an

uncorrelated system is simply Ni/N = c (concentration). Therefore
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(1.35)

For terms involving multiple sums over we must be careful in

how we handle all possible ),L= ;L.terms. For example, consider the

following double SUM over >0

.12,1<u.

e_

Separating out the diagonal term in equation (1.36) leads to

.7a_1(cLct)ti,-rt.t.,_:cerztt

%.

-t-7,
0.1

c

Since ci = cl and 01 = c
2
our double sum over X becomes

N c-
Ns, tcicic:41,-EL,

c,
101 fL,4 k,

-

N + tO c-t"

We are now in a position to ensemble average term by term

the diagrams in equation (1.31). That is

CS-t)

,k
C-L)

and
kt

(1.36)

(1.37)

(1.38)

(1.39)

(1.40)
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* * CC
3 )

(1.41)

(-4)
1

1

CI. A- L., E, * K1 Ll

- -"Xi( (c-C<--(-1)) - tc-3)
.4 .4

= a

where these diagrams enable us to keep track of the diagonal terms

in X as well as the appropiate polynomial factor of c associated

with each diagram. These polynomial factors (and higher order factors)

can be derived by arguments like those used on page 18 and have been

tabulated by Yanezawa and Matsubara.
(37)

Similarly the ensemble

average of the diagrams that form the B sum in equation (1.31) are

given by

(1.42)

)1( C.52
,
- jC , Lc -Li)

etc. (1.43)
k.%

Let us consider all five of the terms in equation (1.41)

individually. The first term is essentially a cube of the first

\order term -) ). The second and third terms are equivalent

and essentially a product of the first order term and the second

term in equation (1.40). The fourth term is a "crossing diagram"(26)

and will be partially omitted. This type of diagram does not occur

until second order in c and will be partially included in the fifth



diagram as we will show directly. The fifth diagram is particularly

interesting as it contains the sum

20

(1.44)

where G is any reciprocal lattice vector which reaches the nearest

lying Brillouin zones (i has been restricted to the first Brillouin

zone). Since any consideration of "Umklapp processes" makes the phonon

problem almost untreatable, and as we feel that these processes

physically play very little role we shall consistently ignore them

in this and all higher orders. With this assumption the fifth

diagram becomes essentially a product of the first order diagram

with the square of the second diagram in equation (1.40), albeit

in this diagram the polynomial factor of c is not consistent with

this product. However if we subtract and add

to the fourth and fifth diagrams respectively, the fifth diagram

becomes

- A - Lc (I )

and the fourth diagram is

Cc_ Cc-Lt.)) e'
(c. (5.4""

Omission of our new fourth diagram (i.e. partial emission of the

crossing diagram) has the advantage of speeding convergence of this

and subsequent terms. Continuing this process of partially omitting



all crossing diagrams and summing leads to

(P\'7 "'II cs(t4,i'Sk.)

21

(1.45)

where -Ft, t-A---51czocisciim..) 4 Q- c-) Z a3L0-). (1.46)

Following an identical procedure for the B diagrams as that for

the A diagrams gives us

(1.47)

Note again that det(cri;q2rs,) is simply decii1(S)SiAme Substituting

then for ds(illSh) and adding A and B we obtain

s("kc..)) 4,1L\k"c-: s c0..)
<7,10,)

(1,48)

We are now in a position to compare this solution to the

solution for only one impurity, equation (1.17). Note that the major

difference is the diagonality in q of equation (1.43) as well as

the additional term in f's The diagonality in Ef will eventually

lead to a diagonal electron Green's function from which we will be

able to straight forwardly calculate the electronic density of states.

To compare locations of resonances in the density of states we will

examine poles of this Green's function. Forming a common denominator

(1 -fq ), adding the two terms in equation (1.48) and making use of

our knowledge of ds(q l 1.%) we obtain
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Os SCAVC`') tt mot --7:Ft,x tA kAlt)
(1.49)

We will again consider the retarded Green's function by making

the analytic continuation of A.."4-A. The denominator of equation

(1.49) can now be expressed

ct,L%) c- -
6.)1- tzl(A) L .k L.11- t-z \Co ( 1.50)

--rcLQ(_)

Again for a range of values of MIA (.._\z- we have solutions for

tv

..

L-51 CV
-- C

21
L 0 (1.51)Lc0

Note that here w.,,must still be larger than and that .4.11.- is

now a function of q giving rise to an impurity band.

As a simple example we will solve for the zeros of equation

(1.51) for the following problem:

Debye model - q ( 11Tt,

Na impurity dissolved in K -

1% alloy - Ni/N = 0.01

co. o o



TABLE III. FREQUENCY OF THE LOCALIZED MODE VERSUS Q

1,0 Liujo

0 1.102

0.2% 1.102

0.4qp 1.103

0.6qn 1.104

0.8qp 1.104

1.0% 1.108

Note that to this approximation these impurity states are not

damped since No(4-Q = 0 and that the impurity band is extremely

narrow. Also since for q = 0 -F; reduces to (1 , our entire impurity

band lies above the "localized mode". Observe too that conditions

discussed in Izyumov,
(28)

i.e. the single impurity problem, apply

here also as the only difference between-Ps and (s is the coupling

term tf2....c. , which for 621"-k t.:014 for dilute systems is
L)st

small compared to one.

The solutions that represent the location of the change in

the normal modes are also included in equation (1.50), i.e. 1---4734,6.1-44

multiplied by 11,144)yields

C" WI L4) ( i 4
7-4

W

k.3.100

CLOt- (4)) _

To first order in c there is also a shift in the normal modes

23

(1.52)
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given by .1-c- 44), this is positive for 14,< M and negative for

DV >M. This seems physically reasonable. However for large 4 the

coupling with the localized mode can change this sign as we see

below for the same model of Na dissolved in K.

TABTR IV. FEhQUENCY OF THE SHIFTED MODE VERSUS Q

q

0 0

0.2% 0.2004

0.4% 0.4007

0.6% 0.6010

0.8% 0.8015

1.0% 0.9992

Note that to this approximation these impurity states are damped

since No(w) = O.

At this point rather than continuing the discussion of the

physical phenomena represented by this phonon Green's function,

we will turn our attention to the defect Green's functions.

C. Defect Green's Functions

We will define two different defect Green's functions, one

being the correlation of an arbitrary ion with an impurity ion and

the other being the correlation of an impurity ion with another

impurity ion. That is



's Qt_
g s a C. "C.

where 0.< is an arbitrary index and

C Sszs,(L)
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S R t 4 ('`)) (1.53)

4 is an impurity index, and

Q0, (1.54)

where p- and a are both impurity indices. We can solve for the

defect Green's function as defined in equation (1.53) by considering

equation (1.25) where 0 is chosen to be -1 . Equation (1.25) then

becomes

.L .t
= .1`4-/ ('e °` >.

-st.

2V4

)'N

lz.

(1.55)

The sum over X in the second term on the righthand side of equation

(1.55) can now be summed immediately to yield

AA N e k 4-7 t , k r --% * C M 1 . ,

b ,,L.'t) = (1-, --z) ,,_L't) 7. y. t' L, ci s k Q't t: ) Xk_ic kt_L't,' ). ( 1 5 6 )
T% A.

tr ke-

Once again Fourier "time" transforming leads to

where it has been noted that 1 + Mft =

Using the same graphical associations as we did on our

previous problem, equation (1.57) can be represented as

(1.57)



=
NA.:0 V

The first iteration yields

fv<
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(1.58)

hek -+ (1.59 )

The second iteration yields

11 "=.
C,"! L'1 (1.60)

.......----t.""kike,----,-"INA"IS

Once again we will use uncorrelated ensemble averages for each term

in this series and attempt to re-sum the series. As an example

consider the second term in the series above.

>f, (c)
cs-A- In , ( 1 , 6 1 )

tsr al fr.4 d

where the first diagram represents a sum over all 11 with the

appropiate factor of cl and the second diagram represents no sum

with 4 and an appropiate factor of 1 - c. These polynomial

factors in c can again be derived by arguments like those used on

page 18.

The ensemble average of the second order term in equation

(1.60) is expanded as follows:

(1)

-

A-% -;

(1.62)



- -AA:" r- - L1

-_-_

=

Using an argument exactly analogous to that on page 20 we find

the Fourier transform of our one defect index Green's function

to be

141/4 t_ (

- +; Lit

Now let us consider the integral equation for our defect-

defect correlation after Fourier "time" analyzing,

27

(1.63)

14- 4 )%12r

2::QC6)
k (L)

(1.64)

Diagramatically this is represented by

°=-

P' a t+- -3

As we have already solved for
4

, we can substitute for it
6

into this equation. That is

L41

N.:

NN.

ti^

(/-= 1.% I( -a

At first glance this appears to be identical to our diagramatic

equation for the one defect index Green's function. However the

(1.65)

(1.66)



difference comes from the different diagrams that occur when we

ensemble average. For example

(c)

Again using an argument analogous to that on page 20 we find the

Fourier transform of our two defect index Green's function to be

28

(1.67)

6d
s-tdckt,),__m,ast(1.1C,)

_k-k--Nkk,)tiCi).Q.-c--k-7.,1%C.c.kl'%,-).\, (1.68)
I

For a discussion of the lattice dynamical effects associated

with these Green's functions we refer you to Elliot and Taylor(26)

In the next chapter we will study how to couple these Green's

functions to an electron Green's function to investigate the mod-

ification of the electron density of states.



III. COUPLING OF ELECTRON AND PHONON TYPE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

Consider now the electron Hamiltonian of equation (1.3),

P -S..7-1 Or" ,
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Vs=c . (1.3)

Recognizing again that the ions sit at or near the bottom of a

potential well, we can expand the electron-ion interaction about

-
R.,. (For a more penetrating discussion of this type of term see

%Sham and Ziman.(34)) At this point we should also note that the con-

tribution of the electron-electron interaction is small.(38) With

these considerations the electron Hamiltonian that we will consider

is

4__. Koc Lrei

co( ,d
. . (2.1)

Here we wish to determine the modification of the electron

density of states brought about by the coupling of the electrons to

the phonons (i.e. the contribution of the last term in the Hamiltonian

above - equation (2.1)). To conveniently do this we first define

an electron Green's function. Our Green's function will be the

standard electron propagator

(2.2)

where: Tris the "time" ordering operator as discussed earlier,
4r(5i3-0 is the field operator in the Heisenberg picture

(annihilates an electron at the point 1),
(1.32, is its hermitian conjugate
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with the following anticommutation properties

kijOt:t) z _ )
(2.3a)

(4,T), LE (y.',-t_)-A T40e, -r)A =, O. (2.3b)

In this field operator notation the single particle Hamiltonian

is

ci.)+ -t) L'1.1t)C. 1

Since our Hamiltonian, equation (2.1), is composed of only single

particle operators, we can trivially derive the equation of motion

for our electron Green's function. Analogous to equation (1.8) our

equation of motion for Fermions is given by
(36)

d B-t

where u is the chemical potential and N is the number operator

as defined by

Explicity, the commutator of He with G(i,l'Or..) is given by

rHe_,G*C-)-(jijkt52 = Etke)Tailt:a `e-OCA>

where [14
L4,t) (-55')

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.7)

(2.8)



With the commutation properties as expressed in (2.3a) and (2.3b)

the second term in equation (2.8) becomes

( 4.-

Therefore,

Similarly,

C TQ5z,-tcl (st,-t).

, - Lilo_).
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,I(.5t1T_) (2.9)

Substituting these results (equations (2.10) and (2.11)) into our

equation of motion yields

(2.10)

(2.11)

- SCZ)S1,(.71Z-SV)1, (2.12)

where %DC7c'Z s7'k't equalsa -t. SQ't) . Now defining H: as

the band-structure part of our Hamiltonian,

40e_Ch = 1xL A T u-, r(d.>

1
and H

e
as the electron- phonon part,

at

leads to

(-)1 )"( k.C'e_cro G L)(' vc) Qir= -5e

+ pc>x(,-tsta T46'cyt.

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)



The electronic Green's function for a perfect lattice, Go(IIIIIT),

(as discussed in the appendix) satisfies the first line of equation

(2.15). Since G
o
(11.1ftt) is the inverse operator of

e-

equation (2.15) implies the following integral equation:

G Cie -c) 1r,'L-c_

S, Li: "i't Lr" (5t-
Sdc

where we have defined a new quantity

Using an identical procedure as above we take the "time"

derivative of F's (x
1'
x111C "CT) to obtain

Fs4
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(206)

(2.17)

(2.18)

e'D sCik ' Tt

(T Z.t_q,L1t6 ?_s,4 SI 4')t
Since any non-zero value for O(Csa) must represent a translation

of the crystal as a whole we can define it to be zero, and consequently

our partial derivative of Fs is found to be zero. When we again

recognize that Go(xl,x1M) is the inverse operator of -(ALV%-1.),
k,

our equation of motion becomes the following integral equation:



-"

9-4
E_ Ly, 3 -"C)

(Z-to

where we have defined the new quantity Ets Z*;r3.,Z,.) in a way

analogous to our definition for Fs(IWO)w7..).

33

(2.19)

E';, Q1-, ;c tf:C tt) (i'Qit,'c.4)Sg-tsiQta) Srsek-c)(i(,,L=,. (2.20)

Following a procedure identical to that for F, that is taking the

"time" derivative by commuting E with H uN, adding its partial

"time" derivative, and recognizing the inverse operator, we arrive

at the following equation for E:

SI.%(Et s 6-,,oyozi) tts<t1,-t..) (2.21)

SA-ti '1)(1 6:70(-1-c(ti Qcf, "\L' or 2" 'Y \ 140))
V

3 3

Once again we have defined C analogously to those definitions for

F and E.

Now for the sake of organization and clarity, the above

equations for G, F, E etc. will be expressed diagrammatically by

making the following associations:

(2.22)



C...,-c_izsi'k'kz)

kOftiS01%-t. ---> to st Let
)6

== F (jrZ314,'11:,
-3 and

a

The integral equations (2.16), (2.19), and (2.21) expressed

diagrammatically then become

-C 0

O

t3
t.30

-t--
S44dI 0

X

tz
l== OwNolo%.gon,(1

0

)4.1
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(2.23)

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)



Each vertex is accompanied by a dot which represents the interaction

(c.a.)between an electron and a lattice displacement,
DgSal

Continuing as above we are lead to the additional diagrammatic

equations: for the pentagon diagram,

Tc%
7('

and for the hexagon diagram,

35

(2.30)

* etc. (2.31)

Note that in the above diagrammatic equations (equations (2.27)-

(2.31)) the internal variables have been integrated or summed over.

To perform our diagrammatic iteration we call the shaded

geometrical shapes having two electron lines (straight lines) and

any number of phonon lines (wavy lines) GY, where x denotes the

order of perturbation and y denotes the number of vertices in the
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diagram. Those diagrams which have no electron lines we label DI,

where x and y retain the same meaning.

We can derive a way to iterate the diagrammatic equations

(2.27)-(2.31) according to the outline in figure 1.

0

Figure 1. Outline for Diagrammatic Iteration

3
G-

Note that the D's must be calculated seperately from the GIs

and substituted into the outline above. Once having obtained the Dos

the GIs are gradually built up from the diagrammatic equations using



figure 1. Conversely we could construct a procedure to obtain the

D's, but the D's required for the outline shown can be obtained

without much difficulty.

First, the D's will be calculated according to simple arguments

and saved for future substitution into the diagrammatic equations.

-r,
= t_3(5

(Note, that zero order perturbation implies zero order with respect

to the electronphonon interaction and not with respect to the

impurities.)
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(2.32)

(2.33)

This can easily be evaluated using Wick's theorem with the following

result:

Or

pe Soz1S F-4) = (T.c.S.g,S(eZ7 c(ttVz-a' (2.34)

0

1 I 3

3 3
(2.35)

where SR5,(1-1) has been defined as SR
1
for the sake of convenience.



At this point it is important to note that a property of the

electron-phonon interaction is that each vertex must be accompanied

by two electron lines and one phonon line. Therefore, the first

3
nonzero D

x
3 is necessarily D3, which is diagrammatically represented

by and D
1

3 0. Also as a result of this property the

only possible perturbative term that can contribute to D
2

2
is one of

the form, Therefore

38

(2.36)

These results can be formally verified by proceeding through the

D equation of motion heiarchy (The exact sign in equation (2.36) is

unimportant in this problem as we shall see below.).

Now with the diagrammatic equations (2.27)-(2.31), the

outline given, and the D's given above; we can generate the following

GIs:

"7-
l i1

7- I

3

ss. 6

a 3

6

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)
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I ^ ....,,, . .6. . ..... "... . ,...... 1.".--t _ ',.P.------1-
G, ,... - 4- + __Acn3,_ (2.42)

1 4 3 4 1 4-

4 + I L__4. 9 and
4 3

G33L-73 I fTh, (2.43)

Finally substituting this last equation for G3
3

into diagrammatic

equation (2.27) we have

+

..(011-1,1-1"-h.:1-'-'-1,

(2.44)

Continuing this process to third and fourth order, we find

that the type of diagram that occurred in first order (first order

type of diagram, second order perturbation) reappears. Summing only

this type of diagram to all orders gives the following result:

+ -

(2.45)



or equivalently

T o t o T ti 41v1.-1-71a T % °
VC X' X X' ics 1, ..,. K'

40

(2.46)

At this point we might note that in ignoring the contribution

of fixed impurities to the problem we have not used diagrams like

../e1F-111. t
1111

IrilveN7k

, etc.

These diagrams which ought to be included in a truly complete

analysis would describe broadening of the electron states by the

fixed impurities. This broadening could be approximately taken into

account by a phenomenological introduction of a Go with some width.

We choose to ignore this effect here without precluding its importance

and only remark that it is an area of continued research.

Back to our diagrammatic equation (2.46) which can be written

as the following integral equation:

vt) = (2.47)
t_cs

z

With the following definition of a Fourier "time" transform:
(36)

6:7 (-0
s, c

c 111(odd integer),
`

( 2 . 4 8 )



the integral equation (2.47) becomes

41

1
IS; 4-1

),1
(2.49)

Set
)

-tv

G(54.3-5''\c")z

Note the consistency of the dependence of D on with our

earlier result; ,.sand 'Stare equal to 121 K (odd integer), therefore

-S,-SL is equal to y.(even integer).

A commonly employed attaek on this integral equation entails

expanding all the quantities in the set of states which diagonalises

G
o
(x,x1IS,). These states are free electron states in the case of a

homogeneous system, i.e. Ho= T, and Bloch states when a crystal

lattice is present, i.e. Ho= T + In general these states are

dictated by the symmetry of the problem. For simplicity we will

choose free electron states. That is

e-- e- CS c.T4' 9 and (2.50)
_sz_

C5t TZ,z

Lia 0.-tot%) LS-d,c__172)

Our integral equation now becomes

(2.51)
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G-CICCS,!y3 i`,(5-41,VQ) (2.52)

to

e_. Zs

It was noted in nhepter II that D/41'
st

is effected not only by

the lattice impurities, but by the electron gas in a pure metal or

alloy. However this effect can be approximately taken into account

through renonnalization of the phonon frequencies (i.e. The experimental

value for the Debye temperature approximates this renormalization.

However the phonon broadening introduced is ignored in this approx-

imation.). From the developement of this equation it is clear that

D
st

is zero order with respect to the electron-phonon interaction

but not necessarily with respect to the impurities. Therefore we

shall insert the ensemble averaged phonon Green's functions obtained

in the last chapter into the sum over 0( and above. A final point

to note before we attempt to sum over 0( and Q is Vat in general,

depends upon the lattice site. We can express this dependence for

our binary alloy as follows:

kr,,k CS-) = Ck_ -4- C-- ac, (2.53)

where Q is the difference between the impurity and host interaction

coefficient and ca is our usual counting operator. The sum over 01,

and 5 then leads to three different types of terms as shown below:
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"

(a)
4-4

e_ A.Crtc-k bst(itial-S:3 , (2.54)

(b ) e" (4. ri"1"6- ° 2.55)

(c) L.-Lek-kr,
e_ 0,..(A\ . (2.56)

at

Assuming a random sum over x and E., then to first order

in concentration the (a) sum becomes c_

where we have taken D
d
-d to zero order in c, which from equation

(1.68) is

tf--\ %CAI vlsz CL) -v c,Loi t4 SL)

NN!,

rAu.S,1 CA') S')

This leads to an "Irreducible Self Energy" (39)
term of the form

(2.57)

1- 6- Lit kv, P.:Alt::S3 6:Ctele)4-:tc- (2.58)°
-s,:

The sum over 1,is a sum over lit- where n is an odd integer. This

sum can be represented by (see Appendix)

2.m
SL.

7_-tt CLL. %el!
(2.59)

Where C
1

is a closed contour around the real z axis and C
2

is C
1

deformed to enevelope the poles of f(z). If the number of poles of

f(z) is finite, as in our case, this sum can be performed by applying

the residue theorem. In our special case above we find as temperature



goes to zero that

= 2r-c, 63. K

LzIci0

cit

W-LsCcO

+ terms not involving

If we analytically continue LS--1"E---tz-S. we find that our

"Irreducible Self Energy" can now be expressed

'CM- kJ 11,Llt-ki) <qt.- -

E43. 631i k-lk

Lr - Eke - (.010V )
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(2.60)

(2.61 )

+ terms not involving

Note that @CP.-EA..) is a simple step function that is obtained

from the Fermi-Dirac factor as temperature goes to zero.

This expression represents a shift in the energy of an

electron with momentum k and energy E due to the impurity-impurity

correlation. However it is the derivative of this term with respect

to E that gives the contribution of this term to the electronic

density of states. We can make use of the facts that at zero tem-

perature A is identical to the Fermi energy and the term containing

the step function (equation (2.61 )) may be considered a function
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of E - Ef. Therefore the derivative of this term with respect to

is simply the negative of the derivative with respect to Ef.

However the only dependence on E
f

is in the step function, therefore

the derivative of this term with respect to Ef yields an expression

containing the delta function, SOA---E0 . Since we are only interested

in the effect on the density of states at the Fermi energy, the major

contribution to !Lf-. is from the term containing the step

function. Hence

-
E

c-
5 A-

6."(.;4-) A (2.62)
431(.2'0

This expression is further simplified by assuming an isotropic

phonon spectrum so that

"
Z___,(L1c.- cs) z c-°69 klkt. 9

where kf is the magnitude of the Fermi wave vector and is the

angle between k and 1Z1. Equation (2.62) now assumes the form

(2.63)

C! - 7-2Ris'
2 7 E 14(2.6 4 )oI E E =

This compares with the result of P. L. Taylor
(17)

except

for the factor of 1 - WE,.. This is reasonable since he assumes

the solute and the solvent ions to be of equal mass. However this

factor is not negligible and for his case of Na dissolved in K would

decrease his result by approximately a factor of 0.3.
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For the (b) sum (equation (2.55)) we will again assume a

random sum over At that is

.* 4 ,e e_
L.cci.,kt-,)1"),,,Lki.:s-)--- (2.65)tp

NI

, e_ Ls" acjiti) stC-k\

S o LrQTri-it,) 6I%tcitiz

Note the presence of off-diagonal terms (Umklapp processes) in the

contribution of Loo to our "Irreducible Self Energy". Since it is

known that only diagonal terms contribute to the density of states (39)

we shall consider only these (k = k2) terms. Again considering

D
d
(qIS.:SO to zero order in c leads to

LT.c.-t-;--im:.) x (2.66)
fv` tv,,..11(i) Afik-ts.zs:.)

Performing the sum over and taking the limit as temperature goes

to zero yields

e C---;)
CSeLTE--11',-) \Sis (-0,= =

6-1Z(4)
X (2.67)

Nk

st,Z
1 N

)

+ terms not involving



If we again analytically continue LS1/4..--", EL-t.46-1L LS, we find that

the diagonal terms in the contribution to the "Irreducible Self

Energy" from the (b) sum becomes

L41 Ck) N I 6,7-4)

ctu.L-i) L.c_-751+ Ls- 6..c.t&j\
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(2.68)

+ terms not involving OCP--4.4).

Again as with our (a) sum it is the derivative of this term that

gives its contribution to the electronic density of states. Therefore

proceeding in an identical manner as with the (a) sum we find

$(1-,
eiLrak) 11.(--k5kC7i

( 2.69 )wick

With the simplification of an isotropic phonon spectrum equation (2.69)

becomes

E-E,G t\e (4- L'"IC

(2.70)

This is an interference term that is brought about by the emission

of a phonon during the scattering of an electron by an impurity

ion and the reabsorption of this phonon during the scattering of

that electron by a host ion. The factor two comes about by reversing

the order of the process, that is the electron may be scattered by

a host ion first. Note that the sign of this term depends on the

relative strengths and ranges of the two interactions; if a.ck) is
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negative this term will represent a reduction in the normal electron-

phonon process.

We now concern ourselves with the evaluation of the (c) sum.

This sum is evaluated in much the same way as the (b) sum, that is

"Z.LC1.- _

e_ (2.71)

e_
LT-CAr,.-ic 4(c:S..)

CL

V-- CTL-t) Lr( ,-Irt) Nee411,- v.).

Again considering only diagonal terms rc;) our third contribution

to the "Irreducible Self Energy" is

)=--N7,1_,Cn3Cki(:,)btC-iiS.-.-Sr-VUt-li-1))t(4.k-it,)*LsY-(2.72)
s

Before we attempt the sum over .1.: let us consider Ds. In equation

(1.48) we have a solution for D
s

which is a sum of two terms, one

zero order and the other first order in c. Therefore we shall consider

in two parts, t() and the sum of which shall equal 440,

and the superscript denotes the order in c. Now performing the sum

over we have for t7r),

s b4s(..-0 E.-

uc_it-it4)1.
i) s).L-

z LL0

(2.73)
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where we have again taken the limit as temperature goes to zero and

analytically continued Lc--',E1--t-L. This term also contains the

term that is independent of the step function, this is for comparison

purposes only (as the term containing the step function is the

leading term with respect to its effect on the density of states at

the Fermi energy.). Comparison does show that equation (2.73) is the

self energy due to the electron-phonon interaction in the pure

(
metal.

18-19)

Before we calculate .:Lowe should observe that in going from

equation (1.48) to equation (1.49) the effect of the pole from the

normal phonon modes is cancelled. Therefore the result for

depends only on the poles representing the localized mode, the shifted

modes, and the free electron energy. What this means is that there

are four poles contributing to i:(54, and the pole representing the

normal phonon makes a contribution which exactly cancelsr It

is also found that the contribution from the pole representing the

shifted phonon modes can be closely approximated by the pole repre-

senting the normal phonon modes. Therefore in f_es.we shall ignore

these two poles and consider only the poles representing the free

electrons and the localized mode.

First we shall consider the contribution to E.from the free

electron pole. That is,



Ct.., tt,i"
cc IL c_±. Cs w.s.)

V1/4
k uSt,

LY° -ste t) .S)2

where we again take the limit as temperature goes to zero and ana

lytically continue . However it is the derivative

with respect to E that concerns us, and this derivative is

o
LE E
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(2.74)

(2.75)

Therefore the contribution to the specfic heat from

depends to our approximation entirely upon the localized mode pole,

whose location depends upon each specfic mass ratio and the model

used to perform the integral.

We have now reduced the problem to the evaluation of the above

four integrals, Sc.), and i4), 4...; the first two of which have

already been considered by other authors.(17-19) Appropiate psuedo

potentials and values for MAI will be chosen and the above integrals

performed and discussed in the next section.



IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the last chapter we derived the energy shifts and de-

rivatives of energy shifts that came about from consideration of

some lowest order effects of the electron-phonon interaction in a

dilute alloy. We will examine the contribution from each of these

terms for the KNa, PbBi, and PbT1 systems, as specfic examples.

First we consider equation (2.64),

51

211Ki..4Ck4tAk-LoSettskoSLIA-E-0:,,, (2.64)

As we noted in the last chapter this expression is identical to that

of P. L. Taylor
(17)

except for the factor of 1 - M/E_. Therefore

we can discuss this term in an analogous manner. By noting that

the sum over
1

(tern in brackets) in equation (2.64) is the standard

)

expression
(40

for the reciprocal of the relaxation time /n9 and

assuming the Debye model to perform the sum over119 equation (2.64)

reduces to

E=EC ( 3 . 1 )

Since we know N(E)dE = No(e)d6 , then N(E) = No(e)(dE/d0; Subsquently

the contribution to the electronic density of states at Ef from our

impurity-impurity correlation is

tA if Ml
1\

-11
C)^--(03 Go) 9 or

( 3 . 2 )



, ,
1\k. = tl QLE Lk Ct

,
fo )

where e is the resistivity of the alloy and P, is a parameter

with dimensions of resistivity characteristic of the solvent and

defined by,

(0 (4

For potassium, t has a magnitude of 5004..n.c.w.. Thus from

the data of MacDonald
(41)

and Guenault and MadDonald,
(42)

we can

predict an increase in the electronic specfic heat of 0.06% for a

KNa alloy containing 2.4 atomic percent Na. From this we easily

deduce

L N .
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(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

Now for the same KNa alloy we shall consider the contribution

of the interference term, equation (2.70),

- 7- t`k c- S Q-k4 (LEYL >AL50A
E M

E.;

The delta function enables us to perform the integral over the

angle between.; and q with the following result:

E.
=

NN LII!.A1). 1,
61-(1) kz.F1-

(2.70)

(3.6)



To perform this integral we used the screened model potentials

of Animalu and Heine
(43) and the Debye model with a Debye temperature

of 91°
K(44) We obtained the rather large (when compared to our

previous result, equation (3.5)) value

f-
E

Which leads to the following value for our logarithimic derivative:

s,Lm

cl c_
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(3.7)

(3.8)

The next integral is interesting in that this is the term

that arises solely because the mass of the Na ion is less than the

mass of the K ion. This integral depends on the location of the

"localized mode", using the Debye model we find Wu. = 1.104 Lo and

consequently

ret.
1/4f 'Co A". .1.0;11.16- (3.9)

= ( Qtzto -t.202.-3V)U3.12-"40-

The sum over nonzero reciprocal lattice vectors (UMklapp processes)

will not be considered here as they yield only a small contribution

to f(18) and the integrand for E2falls off faster as a function

of q than that fore. Before we take the derivative of with

respect to E we should note that the pole structure of the integrand

in equation (3.9) makes it impossible to interchange the order of

integration and differentiation. However in a straightforward



manner we can perform the integration over the angle between k and

Zito obtain

N& Ceko k

f Wft)

where 1- ,
\ 1/4.%%L.A%) o

e.

k..1-1.(A) \ k iSL1
3
o
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\*k e4 "311 k (3.10)
-L"

(3.11)

Here we again use the psuedopotential of Animalu and Heine
(43)

to perform the integral over q as a function of k. Differentiating

numerically we then find

0

To determine

let E = +

the logarithmic derivative of N(Ef)

where 6;_o is the energy of a free

(3.12)

from ,

k

electron

and P is the energy shift due to the electronphonon interaction

in a pure metal. If we further define E = ec,+ &I then

7-= tt .<_)( = Nk.(.c)k-k--_-_-s0)' -L. R,Lock-t. Art .

Similarly, Since it is known for K(18-19) that
4.c 1

.7-s- we can state
eic

F

Therefore

LK gL.E-r) t 0 . CD

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)



The total of all three effects gives a contribution of

0 1 S-
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(3.16)

This is slightly more than twice as large as Taylor's
(17)

contribution,

4L"u5\ in which he neglected mass impurities.

As a second example we will consider PbBi and PbT1 about

which there is some experimental data. Again the first term that

we will consider is the term proportional to resistivity. Since there

are no low temperature resistivity measurements for either of these

systems, we shall approximate these results by comparing them to the

KNa system. The ratios of the difference in the psuedopotentials

(Animalu and Heine), Fermi momentums, Debye temperatures, mass of the

host ion, and 1 WE were all taken into account. We find for the

PbBi system

-7_+0.0 8s
C

and for the PbT1 system,

(3.17)

r.-4 64 (sii) D.0.1 (3.18)

A c_

Here it is interesting to note that AL-t. N"--E-F)1 -to for both alloys,
o

however a - for the PbT1 alloy and both of these terms
de/a.

(equations (3.17) and (3.18)) will contribute to the differences

seen in table II.

The next term is the interference term that was the major
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contribution to It-H.tAcE0 in the KNa alloy. However in the range

of integration (0 to q
D
) the term 64:08, in this case, at least an

order of magnitude analler.(43) Combining this with 1/M being ap

proximately a factor of five smaller, the contribution from this

term is negligible.

The last term that we consider is the "localized mode" tern.

Once again this term only occurs when Mt4,M, so that for PbBi this

term is zero and for the PbT1 alloy is given as

ICe-i) ekl--1.00ott.w:
(3.19), = c_ cc__tr_, eaoo o I?) uzb

Again we note the pole structure and perform the angular integration

first obtaining

IVY

m Lz-(M1- tv
Au

Loci e"' (4)11t ,
(3,20)

A. 4 -k.e oob0
P% LA"'

where J LC) t-c-k k. 0001C,

(ski.) ,000lt.Won(."-14.1-N) "1.'4 Lit) (3.21)

This term is difficult to integrate numerically becouse of the large

peaking in the vicinity of qv. However if we represent ET as

c, C'Irb

--1obookack

we find that the major portion of Ens found in the second term

which can be integrated analytically. Using the table found in

Anima lu (45) for v(q
D
) and a Debye temperature of 1050K (46) we find

(3.22)



kr-

\ ` 14 V-- LD 3 t,co

czL.Ltm kes -k 0.A3So \

imple differentiation gives us

kt,

which in turn (similar to equation (3.14)) yields

Ntoc_(, wt)

ci LK NC-Er) -1= +0.2 S
=
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(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

As was already noted for PbT1, ze/a. . Therefore the log-

arithmic derivative of N(Ef) with respect to e/a (charge /atom)

should be 0.25 less for PbT1 than for PbBi without taking the reels -

tivities into account. Including the resistivities we find

d L., NLLEp) LL R \
(3.27)

(23)

This is a good approximation to the observed +0.26, how-

ever we should maintain some skepticism about these results. Through-

out we have used the Debye model and although it is a good approximation

in many cases it should be questioned in determining localized mode

effects in this alloy system. We feel that the contribution to this

difference (equation (3.27)) would be reduced if experimental phonon

frequencies were used.
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With the experimental situtation still very uncertain, only

with extreme caution should one make rigid judgment on these results.

However we do feel that the formalism is sufficently complete that

with experimental Debye frequencies, good psuedopotential models,

and an accurate knowledge of the band structure in the host metal

we should be able to make reasonable predictions of the change in

N(E
f
) upon alloying in some systems.
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A. HUME -ROTHERY RULES

The Hume-Rothery rules are based on the rigid-band theory

of nearly free electrons. They assume that as the electron con-

centration increases upon alloying, the Fermi sphere increases

until it makes contact with the Brillouin zone boundary. At this

electron concentration it becomes energetically favorable for the

alloy to undergo a phase transition and consequently create a larger

Brillouin zone thereby avoiding contact. The alloy then remains in

this new phase until the Fermi sphere again makes contact with the

new Brillouin zone boundary. The Hume-Rothery rules then give the

electron concentrations at which these contacts take place. As as

example, consider the electron concentrations as phase transitions

occur in the copper -zinc system in the table below.

TABLE V. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN THE CUZN SYSTEM

Phase
Hume-Rothery
(max.) e/a

Exp. e/a for Phase
Trans. in CuZn

c(-(fcc) 1.36 1.38

-(bcc) 1.48 1.48

Y-(complex cubic) 1.54 1.58

-(hcp) 1.69 1.78

The agreement above is surprisingly good, but it is probably

fortuitous as the copper host is not free electron like nor do specfic

heat experiments confirm rigid-band behavior. The Hume -Rothery rules
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are also reasonably accurate in predicting the phase transitions in

the other Noble metal alloys, but these too are probably fortuitous.



B. ELECTRONIC SPECFIC HEAT

To derive the relationship between the electronic specfic

heat and the density of states at the Fermi energy we will use the

following asymptotic expansion:

= 4 LE) KlE) E = AN E..F>

Where we have assumed that A(E) is analytic and slowly varying in

the region of Ef, that IcBTKK Ef, and that f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac

distribution function;

CLE. Ke."7

-'

We can now determine the internal electronic energy by

considering the above integral, equation (B.1), when AI(E) = EN(E).

Li ( .f7(_E)E(,_e_s)dE,1 which becomes in the low temperature
)6

limit

S

P (.7)

Nce>A 2--(k EN(-E)
6

(.> A

The electronic specfic heat is given by a simple temperature de-

rivative of II.

CJ = du = * \ccl-t7

c1:7-
3

At this point in the derivation in order to eliminate What

is essentially a Lagrange multiplier, Ef(T), we will consider still

another integral of the same type, the normalization integral for

64

(B.1)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)
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the density of states. For this integral we simply let A/(E) N(E).

ao LT)

N = CCE--> E E NLE (B.5)-
\

E.

Here N is simply the total number of electrons considered (we are

again in the low temperature limit). Since N can also be expressed

as t.k E , equation (B.5) can be rewritten as follows:

LT)
+ "Vrt 0(a-nt d NLc.)

-7:- C.
Ev

Performing the integral in (B.6) for small T we find

or

ccy_cs-T-)1" aNCE)
dEa 1. L.)> g 9

(km"TS
l N

=
Tr

IA Le LE

This expression for E
f
(T) can be substituted into equation

(B.4) with the result C.,,,=.10'417t40 Note the only approximations
3

we used to obtain this result were: (1) All electrons have good

energy and behave as Fermi-Dirac quasi particles, (2) kBT<<Ef,

and (3) N(E) is analytic and slowly varying in the region of Ef.

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)
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O. ZERO ORDER PHONON AND ELECTRON GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

1. Phonon .een's Function

The solution to the firs line of equation (1.10) or equation

(1.24) is our zero order Green's function. That is,

, G

"c) a
Sit. atct. d So CT).

Iv\ 1 ten

Fourier transforming as defined in equation (1.12) leads to

s-t--(i).(2--t-QA\S's 7-
(C.2)

Here it is convenient to note that X (-)is a three by three matrix

which can be diagonalized to yield three eigenvalues with three

corresponding eigenvector directions. Defining the set of three

diagonal Fourier coefficients as NNk4,(where s ranges from one

to three and corresponds to the orthogonal eigenvector directions,

we have

csf Sst- (c.3)

And finally

ask Si
Act(i,if =

,11: 6., 00
(C.4)



2. Electron Green's Function

The solution to the first line of equation (2.15) is our

zero order Green's function. That is,

SQ't) cit-('),

Fourier transforming as defined in equation (2.53) leads to

or

=

= t.--> G. 0:Se *

zr- t->
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(0.6)



D. INFINITE SUM OVER ODD INTEGERS

To show that

Cic I, fez e
c_ c
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(D.1)

where I.I....=(3
0

71 for n being any integer, C1 is a contour enclosing

the real z axis, and C2 is a contour enclosing all the poles of f(z);

we consider the integral around the contour Cl.

Ca

CI

CI

cZ

C CI)
SOTT dz.c e_ *

The function eflct..i. has a simple pole at z = 1, with a

residue given by 1L-S., - I-. Therefore
ce.'t

L?) Sw
(D.2)

Now assuming that f(z) approaches zero faster than 1/z as

z goes to infinity, leads to the conclusion that the integral around

the entire z plane is zero. Therefore I -I Q.E.D.
C1 C2


